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Welcome 

As host Alexander Scherer invites Wolfgang Georg Arlt to act as chairman of the meeting. 

Wolfgang Georg Arlt welcomes all participants and gives a rough outline on the subjects to 

be discussed. These are as follows: 

- Self definition of ICNT mission and vision 

- Membership 

- Website  

- Database 

- Publications 

- Research 

- Outlook on conferences to come 

- Miscellaneous 

 

This list of subjects is agreed upon by the participants. 

 

1. Self Definition of the ICNT 

 

The ICNT defines itself as an International Competence Network for Tourism Research and 

Education and is by this definition open to everybody whose work is tourism research 

related. The idea is to promote cultural diversity, to pool knowledge and implement joint 

projects.  

In order to exemplify this concept, the participants present decide to check the possibilities 

for a comparative research project on student tourism behaviour on the basis of the project 

presented by Peet van der Merwe. 

 

 

 

 



2. Membership 

 

Due to the new and extended definition, the ICNT is no longer limited to universities, but 

also open to consultancy firms that work in the field of tourism research. The limitation of 

one member per region does not apply any longer, but a second member in the same 

country can only be accepted if the first member agrees to this. In addition, Peet van der 

Merwe (with support and input from Ellen Böhling) will create a criteria sheet as a guideline 

for future applicants. 

Institutions wishing to join can choose either of two ways to apply: They can either be 

sponsored by a member who will then vouch for the new applicant or fill in a paper 

application and give a presentation at the following conference. In case of sponsorship, 

members expect the applicant to give a presentation to the sponsor. 

Members will then vote openly on acceptance- there will be one vote per institution and the 

simple majority will decide. 

For all members active participation is mandatory. Should during a three year period (as of 

now) any of the members fail to participate in either research projects, student/lecturer 

exchange or conferences, the membership will cease. 

 

2a. New Members 

 

Two new applicants were then introduced by Bernd Eisenstein. 

As first candidate the University St. Clement Ohridski, Bitola, Macedonia which has a special 

interest in joint research projects and lecturer exchange. 

Second the IMT Instituto de Management y Turismo S.R.L. in Salta, Argentina represented by 

Ellen Böhling, who has a focus on tourism research, a strong cooperation with the 

Universidad Católica in Salta, works in tourism consulting, post educational courses and is 

currently developing a study program. 

Both candidates were unanimously accepted. 

 

 

3. Website 

 

The idea of an ICNT website was strongly supported by all. The FHW will organize the 

construction of a website and for the moment take over the responsibility for the contents. 

All members will be contacted and asked about their input on questions like the ICNT-logo, 

colour scheme etc.  

The main idea is to create a platform on which the ICNT can present itself. Short 

introductions of the ICNT, all participating institutions as well as the main players will be 

posted. Additionally there will be an application form for those who wish to join ICNT. 

There will also be an academic calendar, updated on the input of members, in order to 

facilitate coordination and cooperation.  



Bernd Eisenstein guarantees financial sponsoring for the initial design of both, website and 

logo. 

 

 

4. Database 

 

As a supplement to the general ICNT website there will be a database, storing information 

on teaching personnel, research interests and actual projects, conditions for an exchange of 

lecturers etc.  Members will be asked about their input in the near future.  

 

 

5.  Publications 

 

Alex Scherer confirms that Anáhuac University will continue the series ‘Schriftenreihe des 

IMT’ to publish the results and contributions presented in this conference. All members 

express their appreciation of the book published after the last conference in Germany. The 

new volume will have ‘Culture and Tourism’ as its working title. All agree on English as the 

language of choice for the publication. The deadline for submission of articles is 31st January 

2009 (extension until 28th February 2009 possible). The IMT in Heide will be responsible for 

the coordination with the publishers. 

 

 

6. Research 

In order to encourage joint research projects the idea of a research database is discussed. It 

should contain the research interests, fields of research and research activities of all 

members. 

Furthermore some research information should be included in the information on the ICNT 

website. The idea is to add a category called ‘research’ with sub-categories that could be 

called ‘current research’ ‘completed research’ and ‘future research’. As an alternative there 

could be the inclusion of research interests and projects into the personal CVs of the main 

players. This last idea is supported by all members. 

 

 

7. Outlook on Conferences to Come 

 

The 3. International Tourism Conference will be held at the North-West University, South-

Africa; Peet van der Merwe announces 27.-29.October 2009, as date for the conference. The 

title will be ‘Tourism Impacts’. The invitation goes to students, members of the NWU as well 

as tourism related companies from the private sector. 

The conferences number 4 and 5 will be held in New Zealand and Norway respectively. They 

will probably be integrated into bigger conferences conducted at the host universities at the 

same time. 



 

8. Miscellaneous 

 

-Managing Board Bernd Eisenstein suggests the formation of an ICNT Managing Board. This 

suggestion meets with positive response from the other participants. The manning of the 

board is discussed. Wolfgang Georg Arlt is suggested as the right person to represent ICNT at 

conferences, conventions, fairs and all kinds of events. He could act as the outside face of 

the ICNT. 

The members decide that every year the representative of the University hosting the coming 

conference, should automatically be part of the board. This means that for this coming year 

Peet van der Merwe will be a member of the board. 

Bernd Eisenstein is suggested in his role as founder and initiator of the ICNT. He in turn 

suggests Michael Lück, Ellen Böhling is suggested by Peet van der Merwe. As Michael Lück 

begs to be excused because of lack of time, Ellen is supported and so the managing board 

consists of the following people (in alphabetical order): 

Wolfgang Arlt, Ellen Böhling, Bernd Eisenstein, Peet van der Merwe, 

Dörte Renken will be working as support. 

 

-St. Petersburg State University 

Marina Morozova and Daria Mikhailova state their interest in an intensification of student 

exchange among the participating Universities. They present their Masters course which is 

held exclusively in English and thus accessible to international students. 

They introduce the idea of a database for student exchange which is supported by all. This 

could probably be combined with the database for the exchange of lecturers. 

 

 

 

 


